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In order to investigate the effect of morphology and size on detection sensitivity towards ethanol vapor, nano-scale cubic or spherical Cu$_2$O with similar particle sizes were prepared through reductive solution chemistry routes. Experimental results indicated that both size and morphology of Cu$_2$O particles are playing important role in gas detection sensitivity, and the mutual competition and mutual dependence relations coexisted among the two factors. Particle morphology and morphology-dependent particle stacking mode may play a dominant role in relatively lower gas atmosphere (S$_{50}$, S$_{260}$, C$_{50}$, C$_{140}$). As the concentration of ethanol vapor exceeds 200 ppm, the size-dependent effect on gas-sensing gradually appears, that nanoparticles with relatively smaller particle size (C$_{50}$, S$_{50}$ > C$_{140}$, S$_{260}$) possesses more advantageous in gas sensing process. At much higher ethanol partial pressure, Cu$_2$O nanoparticles with smaller size and cubic morphology exhibit strongest gas-sensing response. The mechanism of these gas-sensing divergences is suggested involving in the explanation of effective contact surface, width of charge accumulation layer (CAL) affected by gas concentration, energy bands bending changing and particle contact mode.

1. Introduction

Gas sensors play critical roles in monitoring environmental pollution, controlling industrial production, ensuring household and mining security. As a sort of important sensors, metal oxide semiconductor sensors have been considered promising ones due to their unique advantages, such as cost-efficiency, short response time, wide range of target gases and long lifetime, all of which are essential in our daily life. During the past decade, a great deal of attention has been focused on n-type semiconducting oxides, such as SnO$_2$, In$_2$O$_3$, Fe$_2$O$_3$, ZnO, and WO$_3$, while few studies focused on the factors that influence and control the behavior of p-type gas sensors although the architectures combined with n-type ones have been reported. Even at the present stage, researches on p-type gas sensors especially about Cu$_2$O is very scarce relative to Cr$_2$O$_3$, Co$_3$O$_4$, V$_2$O$_5$, and CuO.

Copper (I) oxide (Cu$_2$O) (p-type) is an important metal oxide semiconductor showing remarkable catalytic properties and can be operated at relatively low temperatures comparing to n-type metal oxides. Moreover, it is possible to design and implement visible-light semiconductor photoelectric devices benefitting from their low bandgaps (~2.16 eV). While the large bandgap of n-type semiconducting metal oxides can only be tuned in the ultraviolet spectral range, which is not practical for the safe sensing applications. In the field of gas-sensing, this type of semiconductor material has great potential in detecting pollutant gases due to its significant surface reactivity with both reducing and oxidizing gases, such as CO, SO$_2$, NO$_2$ and H$_2$S, which deserves deeper investigation. Further speaking, the sensor performance and fundamental understanding of Cu$_2$O nanoparticles are still in the elementary stage and further investigation is essential for improving the gas-sensing characteristics and elucidating the gas-sensing mechanism.

Due to the continuing enthusiasm for the synthesis of monodisperse nanoparticles with controlled morphologies, the exploration of the internal relationship between morphology and particle size and material performance has gained momentum. Up to now, numerous nanostructures of Cu$_2$O, including micro cubes, hollow-particles, nanospheres, nanowires and quasi-spherical have been reported, together with pioneering research on their gas-sensing properties. All these works are extremely meaningful and very important for generating macro- or micro-novel structure so as to endow Cu$_2$O with more prominent and stable performance in the field of gas sensing. However, most researches mainly focused on optimizing the prescription and preparation of Cu$_2$O as well as other corresponding metal oxide particles. The cognizing and understanding for the gas-sensing mechanism is generally stayed on the basic working principle, which relied on the chemico-electrical transduction reactions that take place at the interface between molecular adsorbents and the metal oxide’s surfaces. The effect of morphology and particles size on the gas-sensing performance of Cu$_2$O nanoparticles still remains an attractive challenge.

The gas-sensing performance is also closely related to the self-assembly and stacking mode of the sensor materials. For instance,
Zeng et al. prepared Cu$_2$O monolayer superlattices through a slow evaporation process, and this stacking mode is beneficial for elevating sensitivity and shortening response/recovery time.\textsuperscript{37} Li et al. obtained three-dimensional self-assembly Cu$_2$O patterns by dip-coating method, leading to shortened response time (15s) to alcohol and lower detection limit.\textsuperscript{38} The main explanation given in Li’s report was that this stacking mode results in larger surface area and much more capacious inter-space, however Volanti et al. pointed out that the surface area is not the main source of the enhanced sensor response in their report.\textsuperscript{39} These evidences indicate that the stacking mode may be a very important factor for improving gas-sensing response. Thus, the comparison of diverse Cu$_2$O samples for gas-sensing might be quite advantageous for the preliminary exploring of intrinsic sensing mechanism.

In this paper, four different Cu$_2$O nanoparticles with diverse morphology and particle size (Spherical, S$_{260}$, S$_{50}$, Cubic, C$_{340}$, C$_{50}$) were obtained through modified reductive solution chemistry routes at room temperature. The main discrepancies in gas-sensing performance of the obtained p-type Cu$_2$O sensor were compared and discussed in detail. Multiple factors containing effective contact surface, energy bands bending changing, the width of charge accumulation layer affected by gas concentration and contact mode were considered which may be helpful for understanding the impacts on gas-sensing performance caused by material’s stacking or self-assembling.

2. Experimental

2.1 Chemicals

Cupric (II) acetate monohydrate ([CH$_3$COO]$_2$Cu·H$_2$O) and hydrazine hydrate (N$_2$H$_4$·H$_2$O, 50%) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Company. Poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP, Wt = 40000) and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, Wt = 400) were provided by Sigma-Aldrich. L-Ascorbic acid (AA, AR, 98%), sodium tetrahydridoborate (NaBH$_4$, AR, 98%) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH, AR, 96%) were obtained from Alfa Aesar, Cantotech, and Aladdin Industrial Corporation, respectively. All the reagents were used as received without any further purification.

2.2 Synthesis of Cu$_2$O Nanocubes

Cu$_2$O nanocubes were prepared through a modified reductive solution chemistry route. Typical procedure can be described as follows: solution A was prepared by mixing 20 mL PEG$_{400}$ (0.05 mol/L) and 40 mL (CH$_3$COO)$_2$Cu·H$_2$O (0.01 mol/L) aqueous solution. Solution B was prepared by mixing 20 mL AA (0.1 mol/L), 60 mL NaOH (0.5 mol/L) aqueous solution and 380 mL deionized water. Under N$_2$ atmosphere, solution B was added quickly into solution A with vigorous stirring at room temperature. Upon addition, the mixture immediately changed to orange colour. After the reaction was terminated 40 min later, C$_{50}$ was recovered by repeated centrifuging-washing cycles with distilled water and ethanol, drying in a vacuum at 60 °C for 12 h. When NaOH was added dropwise into solution A (about 10 min) first and AA was added 1 minute later with the same injection rate, C$_{340}$ was obtained, with all other conditions remaining the same as the procedure for C$_{50}$.

2.3 Synthesis of Cu$_2$O Nanospheres

A typical procedure for synthesizing Cu$_2$O nanospheres was carried out as follows: 20.0 mg (CH$_3$COO)$_2$Cu·H$_2$O was dissolved in 60.0 mL isopropanol. The capping agent, 200 mg PVP was then added into the above solution mixture. Afterward, 5.0 mL NaOH solution (0.2 M, in isopropanol) was added under vigorous magnetic stirring in 10 min, followed by dropping 0.3 mL N$_2$H$_4$·H$_2$O and stirred for another 10 min. Upon addition, the emerald green solution turned deep orange-red, indicating the formation of Cu$_2$O colloid in oxygen atmosphere. Finally, S$_{340}$ was recovered by centrifuging-washing cycles with distilled water and ethanol, drying in a vacuum at 60 °C for 12 h. S$_{260}$ was prepared by adjusting the solution pH up to 10 with dropwise addition of 1 M NaOH solution. The solvent and reducing agent was replaced by deionized water and NaBH$_4$ (3.0 mL, 0.5 M) respectively.

2.4 Gas Sensor Application for Ethanol Detection

2.0 mg Cu$_2$O sample was mixed with ethanol (30 µL) in order to form a slurry. Afterward the slurry was pasted uniformly on the external surface of the ceramic platform of the sensors. The sample was suspended with Pt wires to form heat insulation structure. Desired constant operating temperatures could be obtained by applying certain voltages to the heater. The substrate temperature was measured with a thermocouple. The electrical currents of the particles were monitored using a Digital Multimeter (Victor 86B), with a constant dc voltage of 5.0 V. The responses of gas sensors in dry air were tested by gas distribution method. Customized gasight chamber with fixed volume of 10 L was used. Tested sensor was mounted in the chamber with conducting wire leading out of the gasight chamber. The accurate current was recorded after putting the sensors at a working temperature of 200°C into the gas chamber, which was charged with ethanol vapor at different concentrations.

2.5 Characterization

Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of the Cu$_2$O nanocrystals were taken on a JEOL-3000F electron microscope. TEM samples were prepared by dropping the nanocrystal solution onto a carbon coated copper grid. Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were taken on a Hitachi-5400FESEM attached with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). X-Ray powder diffraction (XRD) was carried out using an XRD-6000 (Japan) X-ray diffractometer with Cu–Kαradiation (λ=1.54060Å) at a scanning rate of 5.0°/min.

3. Results and discussion

![Diagram](image-url)
Scheme 1 Schematic illustration for the formation process of Cu$_2$O nanoparticles with different morphology and size.

A convenient modified solution-phase method has been selected for the controlled syntheses of Cu$_2$O cubic and spherical crystals with various sizes in this paper. The formation pathway of these four sized nanoparticles via different reaction systems were illustrated in Scheme 1. The morphology and size of the as-prepared Cu$_2$O are greatly influenced by their reacting conditions, such as solvent, the rate of oxidation-reduction process, and especially the choosing of reducing agent. Generally, Cu$_2$O particles are prepared by reducing Cu(OH)$_2$ precipitates with AA or NaBH$_4$ in water, or N$_2$H$_4$·H$_2$O in isopropanol. Once the reducing agent was added into the reaction mixture, seed particles were formed immediately and then aggregated. Simultaneously, the aggregations would undergo a surface reconstruction to evolve into a cubic morphology under weak redox condition (C$_{50}$ or C$_{340}$) and this postulation has been confirmed in previous reports. But there's not enough time to re-adjust the structure of Cu$_2$O crystals in a strong redox system and the surface reconstruction is also difficult to happen. Therefore, spherical Cu$_2$O is most likely to be obtained in the presence of strong reducing agent NaBH$_4$ or hydrazine hydrate (S$_{50}$ or S$_{260}$).

The representative morphology and size of the obtained Cu$_2$O samples were revealed by SEM and TEM measurements. Fig. 1a, Fig. 2a show the SEM and TEM image of the sample obtained using NaBH$_4$, which indicates that this sample is composed of many spherical crystals with average grain size about 260 nm. As the reducing agent was replaced by N$_2$H$_4$·H$_2$O, S$_{50}$ maintaining high monodispersivity were obtained in isopropanol (Fig 1b and Fig 2b). Additionally, Cu$_2$O nanocubes with different sizes (C$_{340}$, Fig. 1c, Fig. 2c, C$_{50}$, Fig. 1d, Fig. 2d) have been generated through adjusting the adding modes of reducer ascorbic acid (AA) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH). When AA and NaOH were added dropwise into solution A sequentially, larger Cu$_2$O nanocubes with an edge length of about 340nm were obtained. As AA and NaOH were quickly added into solution A simultaneously, C$_{50}$ could be generated.

SAED patterns indicate that the S$_{260}$ and S$_{50}$ particles are polycrystalline and C$_{50}$ and C$_{340}$ are single-crystalline with highly oriented in the scale of selected area. (Fig. 2) EDX shows the elemental mapping of Cu, and the more centralized distribution of Cu may indicate the more tightly packing between particles. (Fig. 3) The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (in Fig. 4) show that all the diffraction peaks of the as-obtained Cu$_2$O nanoparticles agree perfectly with those of cubic Cu$_2$O standard card (JCPDS card no. 05-0667). Specially, the strong and sharp peaks observed in cubic nanoparticles indicate that the obtained Cu$_2$O crystals are highly crystalline.

Fig. 1 SEM images of Cu$_2$O nanoparticles with different morphology and size, (a) S$_{260}$, (b) S$_{50}$, (c) C$_{340}$, (d) C$_{50}$ and insets are the corresponding magnified images.

Fig. 2 TEM images and SAED patterns of different Cu$_2$O nanoparticles. (a) S$_{260}$, (b) S$_{50}$, (c) C$_{340}$, (d) C$_{50}$

Cu$_2$O nanoparticles were dispersed in ethanol. The colour of
Cu$_2$O dispersion was changed from brick-red to yellow-green accompanied with the alteration of particle size due to size-dependent scattering. Gas sensor devices mainly consists of four major components as shown in Fig. 5(c): resistance heater, ceramic platform, Pt wire, and Au electrode. Four Cu$_2$O nanoparticles were assembled on the ceramic platform by dip-coating respectively, and the responses of gas sensors were tested by a stationary state gas distribution method. Typical SEM image of the surface structure after C$_{50}$ coating (C$_{50}$) was shown in Fig. 5(a right), suggesting that the morphology of the samples was well-maintained during the dip-coating process. The resistance variations of the obtained sensors in air or ethanol vapor were measured by monitoring output current. Semiconductor metal oxide gas sensors are generally operated at elevated temperatures (100–400°C) in order to accelerate chemical reactions between metal oxide surface and target gas molecules. Considering the balance between relative lower energy consumption and appropriate detection sensitivity, 200°C is selected as the working temperature to test the gas-sensing performance.

Fig. 5 Photograph of the gas sensor and four different Cu$_2$O nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol and the corresponding SEM image of thin films coated on it (a) (b), and schematic showing the structure of a typical Cu$_2$O nanoparticles gas sensor by sectional view (c).

C$_{50}$ coating was defined in Fig. 5(a right), suggesting that the morphology of the samples was well-maintained during the dip-coating process. The resistance variations of the obtained sensors in air or ethanol vapor were measured by monitoring output current. Semiconductor metal oxide gas sensors are generally operated at elevated temperatures (100–400°C) in order to accelerate chemical reactions between metal oxide surface and target gas molecules. Considering the balance between relative lower energy consumption and appropriate detection sensitivity, 200°C is selected as the working temperature to test the gas-sensing performance.

Fig. 6 Dynamic response-recovery curves of the gas sensor based on different Cu$_2$O nanoparticles toward absolute alcohol vapor with increasing concentrations at 200°C.

Fig. 7 The relationship between response (Rg/Ra) of various Cu$_2$O samples and different gas concentrations.
be associated to the adsorption of ambient oxygen with negative charge. The CAL was built up resulting from the increase of holes concentration in the vicinity of the surface, which can be illustrated in an upward bending of the energy band. When exposed in ethanol (Fig. 8 right), the ethanol molecules reduce the oxygen acceptor and injected electrons into the CAL. Consequently, holes are partially neutralized and $L_D$ decreased, which further leads to a lower energy barrier between two particles. These significant discrepancies of particles with face-to-face contacting. Once the ethanol molecules arrive at the contact zone of cubic particles of face-to-face contacting and reduce the density of oxygen acceptor, a larger $D_N$ is obtained. Thus a stronger gas-sensing response is observed. And this was also in accordance with the detection results displaced in Fig. 7, that spherical Cu$_2$O exhibit larger detection sensitivity than cubic Cu$_2$O at lower gas concentration, while the situation was opposite as the concentration of ethanol vapor increased. Overall, the ethanol detection sensitivity was determined by the $L_D$ and $D_N$. The latter was much influenced by particle stacking mode which was finally decided by the particle morphology and size.

**4. Conclusions**

Cu$_2$O nanocubes and nanospheres were prepared through modified reductive solution chemistry routes at room temperature. These four different particles were used to assemble chemical gas sensor, which reductive solution chemistry routes at room temperature. These four different particles were used to assemble chemical gas sensor, which showed striking discrepancies of gas sensitivity. Experimental results indicated that the sensitivity trend is: cubic Cu$_2$O of ca. 50 nm (C$_{50}$) > spherical Cu$_2$O of ca. 50 nm (S$_{50}$) > cubic Cu$_2$O of ca. 340 nm (C$_{340}$) > spherical Cu$_2$O of ca. 260 nm (S$_{260}$) at relatively higher ethanol partial pressure; S$_{50}$ > S$_{260}$ > C$_{340}$ > C$_{50}$ at lower ethanol vapor concentration (< 200 ppm). Since the gas detection sensitivity was determined by the charge accumulation layer and neck diameter between two particles, particle morphology and size and the corresponding particle stacking mode of Cu$_2$O played an essential role in the gas-sensing capacity. These results may contribute to modulate relevant experimental parameters for preparing p-type semiconductor gas sensing with exceptional performance.
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